
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

FRESH, COMMITTED & THOROUGH 
 

When you attend a ‘555 Golf Clinic or School’, ranging from half to a full day or four, you will 

soon understand that we always spend 1 to 3 hours in a classroom environment discussing and 

receiving very specific handouts that you can use as reference for decades to follow. This is what 

you must have to get ‘Value’! You will also become a ‘Club House Member’ (‘CHM’) and very 

likely a ‘Locker Room Member’ (‘LRM’) as well. This ‘Inner Circle’ provides live support from 

your very own ‘Certified Master Teaching Professional’ (‘CMTP’). Have you put one on 

retainer? We build relationships that grow and last. You shall soon know this first-hand!    

 

The class room session provides ‘Knowledge’ which enables a ‘Positive Experience’. (see ‘The 5 

Set-Ups’ and ‘The 5 Essential Elements’) This translates a ‘Think I Can’ attitude into a ‘Yes I 

Can’ reality. When you tell one of our ‘CMTPs’ that you ‘Think You Can’, we soon give you the 

opportunity to “Show Me!” A Real grasp of ‘Ball Flight Laws’ is what matters. Predictable ‘Ball 

Flight Shape’ will be the imminent result and proof of performance and that ‘Experience’.   

 

How does this process evolve on a predictable path? We must accomplish ‘Impact’ [A] which is 

reliable contact and the resultant ‘Energy Transfer’. Next we must understand and accomplish 

‘Directional and Shape Control’ [B]. (see ‘Initial Path & Spin Rate’) Finally we must generate 

adequate ‘Clubhead Speed’ [C] to accomplish our desired ‘Distance’ … ‘Master Golf Basics’. 

 

If we learn how to ‘Putt & Chip’ with a 12-17 inch ‘Back & Up Swing’ followed by our 

‘Transition Word’ “&”, then we can accomplish our 10-15 inch ‘Down & Out Swing Through 

Our Intermediate Target’. We also refer to this as traveling through our ‘Swing Gate’. We soon 

learn that ‘AT’ is counterproductive while ‘THROUGH’ is productive.  

 

Once you accomplish this ‘ABC’ you can ‘Fix Things Golf’ at will. These are ‘Mastering Golf 

Basics’ elements. Next, if we are intelligent about this goal we call ‘GOLF’, we shall learn to 

play the game ‘From Green To Tee’ … backwards … short to long.   “I Drive As I Putt”.  

 

More to tell you as soon as you so desire to connect! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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